Envision collaboration with Pixley.

Pixley’s organic curves soften and adapt, defining space without separation. Grouped together or individually, use Pixley collaborative upholstered seating and tables to create your vision.

Choose Pixley to elevate your teleconference and video sharing spaces. Fill reception areas or create an intimate conversation nook. Pixley adds comfort and efficiency, nurturing collaboration. Mix colors, fabrics, textures, and styles for a fresh, organic ambiance. Use Pixley benches with backs to define space and add privacy. Include the Stadium Shelf to create a highly functional, multi-tiered collaboration solution. Power and USB charging options are right at hand.

Details

- Comfortable, organic shapes
- Bench with back available, with or without Stadium Shelf
- Integrated duplex and USB power optional
- Coordinating Pixley tables include Video Sharing, Meeting, and Occasional table options